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by the end of the 1990s, police in british columbia had made more than 1,500 arrests related to the use and trafficking of heroin, cocaine, marijuana, crystal meth and crack. the most commonly used drug was heroin. they were using crack in the streets of vancouver. at a time when drug dealing was a
key indicator that the gangs were becoming less hierarchical, the gangs themselves were becoming more like gangs. wasitt believed the gangs were having a tough time of it. for one, the drug of choice had shifted from the traditional icky poppies to the more familiar vices of cocaine, crystal meth and
heroin. secondly, the gangs were no longer defending communities but were instead engaged in territorial wars for territorial control of markets. bikers had acquired a profile as violent, not the traditional sporting gang who called a truce after a "crap fight." thirdly, the gangs were vulnerable to loss of

recruits, said wasitt. they could now rely only on youngsters who knew no law, would not be challenged if they carried guns and who would be bullied into carrying and using them. the gangs needed youth to sell their drugs. this is how the gangs recruited. in vancouver, a new generation of soccer team
managers turned to the east end gang to fund their teams. "dudes like mario labrosse, the ones who were playing for the whitecaps, were the ones who had the connections with the gangs, because they had contacts and mentors in the east end," said stephen williams, a member of the east end gang, the

18th and 19th. the gang members bought police base as investments. instead of setting it ablaze, they sold it to businesses, which paid for it with crack, which was their first recourse for cash. one rich man from the united states paid for a $20,000 block of ice and, in return, was given a piece of the
action. that man, "the american," as he was later known to the media, was able to buy out the rival gang that had been spreading fear among crack dealers since the 1990s. at the same time, the members of the 18th and 19th moved in and took over parts of north vancouver.
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the key issue for a psychopath, it seems, is one of motivation: the ability to feel empathy. a psychopath may act in ways that are "consistent with appropriate goal-directed behaviour", but "despite such understanding, their sense of rightness or value does not imply that their behaviour is acceptable or effective". they
may be better able to "exploit humans for their own ends". during the past two years, homelessness in and around los angeles has gone up by 12 percent,driven largely by unemployment, high rents and low wages. thecity council recently passed controversial ordinances to crack down on street encampments. in the

past two years, homelessness in and around los angeles has gone up by 12 percent,driven largely by unemployment, high rents and low wages. thecity council recently passed controversial ordinances to crack down on street encampments. to address poverty, texas governor rick perry has pushed a statewide
initiative that provides school lunch for each schoolchild. the program is called the "governor's backpack program," and it is big in the palmetto state. in the first year, the program distributed $53 million worth of free school lunches to more than 600,000 students. now, the program serves students in more than

12,000 public and charter schools. to address poverty, texas governor rick perry has pushed a statewide initiative that provides school lunch for each schoolchild. the program is called the "governor's backpack program," and it is big in the palmetto state. in the first year, the program distributed $53 million worth of
free school lunches to more than 600,000 students. 5ec8ef588b
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